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“Moving through manuscripts like I move through the water: At a steady pace, 
mindful, and with care.” Deborah Whaley, Editorial Board Member.
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Managing Editor Hannah Bailey (as Tonya Harding) and Editor Sherrie Tucker 
(as Nancy Kerrigan) boldly reinterpret ice skating as a category of the Summer 
Olympics.
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Editorial Board Member John Gennari strains with all his might to lift the 
heaviest of scholarly matter. Photo credit to Hilary Neroni.
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Editorial Board Member Davarian Baldwin, running a relay and passing the 
baton to himself.  Photo by VisionMerge Productions.
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Editorial Board Member Clare Corbould shows off her win in “Summer Olym-
pics Down Under.”
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The prize was worth the struggle for the AMSJ gymnastics duo of Production 
Assistant Liz Stigler and Assistant Editor Trevor Grizzell.
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Editorial Board Member Mark Hulsether at the Hong Kong Racing Museum, 
bringing equestrian events to the summer festivities.
